The available data on the microwave spectra of carbon monoxide, carbon monosulfide, and silicon monoxide are critically reviewed for information applicable to radio astronomy. Molecular data such as rotational constants, centrifugal distortion parameters, dipole moments, hyperfine coupling constants, and structure are tabulated. Observed rotational transitions are presented for all measured isotopic forms of these molecules. All of the available data has been analyzed in order to predict all rotational transitions of these molecules up to 300 GHz. Error limits have been taken from the original literature for each measured transition frequency. All predicted transition frequencies are given with estimated uncertainties which represent the 90 percent confidence limit.
Introduction
The present tables are part of a series of critical reviews [1-6] 1 on the rotational spectra of molecules already identified in the interstellar medium. All of the available data have be~n gathered for each molecule and subjected to reanalysis in order to provide a consistent set of molecular constants, a check on the reliability of the measured transitions, and allow the unobserved transitions to be predicted with known uncertainty limits. Thus, the spectroscopic information presented in the following tahlp.!I. ind1Jrlp.~ pTf~rli~tp.rI as: well as observed transitions in the frequency range .. presently accessi~le to the radio telescopes. The only limit invoked in the present calculations is a restriction on the maximum calculated frequency to approximately 300 GHz, which is more than sufficient to cover the' frequency range' of existing radio telescopes.
For the less abundant isotopic species of the molecules reported there are usually insufficient data to present a comprehensive statistical analysis of the spectrum. In these instances, reliable calculational techniques are invoked whereby molecular constants I Numbers in brackets indicate references in section 1. 2. necessary for predicting the spectrum can be determined. Details will be given in the discussion of each analysis separately. This review covers all the applicable information as of September, 1973: A full description of the theory of rotational spectra is given in a number of texts, but the discussions by Townes and Schawlow [7] and Gordy and Cook [8] are particularly useful and the notation used here is generally consistent with these texts. The present analysis utilizes the Dunham [9] nomenclature as well as the usual spectroscopic formulation for describing the molecular parameters and energy level expressions. A general Dunham formulation of the equations for calculating the transition frequencies is
The equivalent formulation in terms of the traditional spectroscopic constants is where Bv = Be -Ct!e(V + t) + 'Ye(V + t)2 and Dv = De+ f3e (v + t). Here J represents the rotational quantum number of the upper state involved in the transition, v is the vibrational quantum number, arid v is the transition frequency. The Yij are related to the traditional spectroscopic constants and are proportional to the reduced mass of the molecules as follows:
YOl == Be a: I/Mr
where Mr = M1M2/ (Ml + M2 ) with Ml and M2 referring to the masses of the two atoms composing the molecule. A further generalized relation which is employed in calculations for CS and SiO is known as the Kratzer relation [10] : (4) where We is the equilibrium vibnitional constant for the molecule. For diatomic molecules where We is sufficiently well known, this relation has been shown to be accurate to better than 1 percent. For all of the analyses described in this review, the least squares fitting was performed utilizing a weighting J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 3, No.1, 1974 factor. This weight was equal to the inverse square of . the measured uncertainty. The hyperfine structure calculations were based on the usual expression:
-eqQf(l,J,F) +tc [F(F+ 1) -J (1 + I) -I (l + 1) r (5 ) where f(l; J, F) is_the Casimir function. The values of the Casimir function as well as the calculated relative intensities for the hyperfine components can be found in Appendix I of [7] . The standard deviations quoted for both the molecular constants and predicted frequencies were selected to represent the 90 percent confidence limit. For a number of the less abundant isotopic forms, . where only one transition frequency has been measured, the uncertainty in the measurement was assumed to be one standard deviation. This estimated standard deviation was then utilized in calculating the uncertainties for the predicted transitions.
Following the method of the sixth paper in this series, the present tables do not include line strengths other than the relative intensities uf the Iludear d~ctdc quadrupole split transitions. The line strength, S, is a simple function of the quantum numbers as follows:
The Einstein coefficient, A (J' ; J'i) , which is the probability of a spontaneous transition in one second from the upper state, J', to the lower state, J" , is given by where M is the dipole moment in Debye and v is the transition frequency in MHz. 
Carbon Monoxide·
The rotational constants and other pertinent molecular parameters are given in table 1. The most extensive data available exist for 12C 16 0, which requires only two J = 1 ~ 0 of the ith isotopic species. Because of th~ known breakdown in the Born~Oppenheimer approximation, which is assumed in deriving the isotopic relations given in the introduction, this technique for calculating the transition frequencies is more reliable than -applying the isotope relations to Bo. The uncertainty introduced by calculating the centrifugal distortion for the less abundant isotopic species from these isotopic relations is of the order of one part in ten thousand and, thus, relatively small in absolute terms. The uncertainties quoted for the 12C 160 calculated transition frequencies in table 2 are two standard deviations, i.e., approximately 90 percent confidence limit.
Since only one measurement exists for each of the less abundant isotopic species shown in tables 3-7, it is difficult to determine the meaning of the standard deviation uncertainties quoted in. terms of confidence lilllit. In the' present analysis the reported unceitainty for the measured· transition was assumed to be one standard deviation. Our experience has shown this to be generally the case. In an attempt to report the 90 percent confidence limit, three times this standard deviation was chosen. Tables   Tables 2 through 7 contain the rotational quantum numbers, J, in the first two columns. These are followed by 'the observed transition frequency in MHz in the third column and the calculated frequency in MHz in the fourth column. Associated with each observed or calculated frequency is the estimated uncertainty, shown in parentheses, which refers to the last digits given. The fifth column contains the upper state energy in cm -1 units. The last column lists the references for the observed transitions. For the convenience of the user, the transition frequencies given in tables 2-7 are listed according to increa~lng freqnency in table S: F. J. LOVAS AND P. H~ KRUPENIE' a The uncertainty assigned is 3 times that of the measured frequency. Under the assumption tha t the measuement uncertainty is one standard deviation, the calculated uncertaintieF represent the 90% confidence limit. a The uncertainty assigned is 3 times that of the measured frequency. Under the assumption that the measurement uncertainty is one standard deviation, the calculated uncertainties represent the 90% confidence limit. a The uncertainty assigned is 3 times that of the measured frequency. Under the assumption that the measurement uncertainty is one standard deviation, the calculated uncertainties represent the 90{0 confidence limit. Ho should be 0.04 Hz rather than 50 Hz. In addition, there is another approximation for estimating He from the value of lXe: HI? = -813 (B~JW~)lXl'+32 B~/w;.
Organization of the Spectral

Carbon Monoxide Spectral Tables
Since the J = 1 ~ 0, v= I transition for 12C32S has been measured, v= 48635.912(40), a value of lX e = 177.54 (3) [55A], can be determined and thereby He is estimated from the above relation to be + 0.01 Hz. Values of Ho of this magnitude would contribute less than 2 kHz to the J = 5-4 transition., two orders of magnitude smaller than the measurement uncertainty. A further point of comparison is possible. Since three transitions of 12C34S have been observed, Eo and Do can be· derived with reasonable accuracy. Via the isotope relation, eq (3d), applied to Do for 12C32S, a value of Do (12C 34 S)= 34.96(54) kHz is obtained. This Do value agrees well with that derived for 12C34S from the transition frequencies as shown in table" 9 where the six standard deviation error shown represent the 90 percent confidence limit. In order to make the final comparison, an over-determined fit of three parameters Bo, Do and Ho, to the three transitions was carried out with the results
"
Bo=24103.553 MHz, Do = 39.792 kHz, Ho= 62.5 Hz.
wherein no estimated uncertain.ty can be given due to zero degrees of freedom in the fit. Note that not only is Ho again unreasonably large, but Do is calculated 1 kHz larger than the two calculations described above. For these reasons the Ho values appear to ,be misleading and undeterminable from the data available. Calculations of the remaining two isotopic species of CS, namely 1?G~3S and l::1C3?S followed the procedure employed for most of the CO calculations. Since only the J = 1-0 transitions have been observed, Do was computed via the isotope relations. The transition frequencies were then calculated according to eq (6) in order to minimize the estimated uncertainties. Since the hyperfine structure calculation was overdetermined" for 12C33S following eq (5), the quoted uncertainties are four standard deviations while those for 13C32S are two standard deviations. All uncertainties are expected to represent the 90 percent confidence limit.
Organization of the Spectral Tables
Following the format of the CO tables as well as those of earlier reviews in this series, the format of tables 10 through 13 contain, first the quantum numbers, then the observed transition frequency, the calculated frequency and estimated uncertainty in parentheses, the energy of the upper state and -finally references to measurements. Table 14 contains all the CS transitions up to 300 GHz, listed according to increasing frequency. bIn an attempt to estimate the 90% confidence limit two standard deviations are reported. Ref.
Carbon Monosulfide Spectral Tables
55A cEs tima ted uncertainty represents standard devia tions, in an a ttempt to es tima te the 90% confidence limit. including the hyperfinesp1ittings.
CS References
a. Laboratory References J = 1 <E-0 transitions have been measured. The first calculation followed that discussed for several of the CO and CS isotopic species, whereby eq (6) was used with the 1 <E-0, v= 0 measured frequencies. In addition, since the Born-Oppenheimer approximation appears to hold to the accuracy of these measurements, all these isotopic forms of SiO were fit simultaneously hy mean~ of the i~otope relation!; in el} (3) . The !;e~onn procedure, whiCh was used for the·final calculations reported in tables 15 to 19, followed the method described above, but also included the measured 28SP 6 0 J = 1 <E-0 transitions for the excited vibrational states. The results from both methods were in good agreement. The second method was selected for the final results, since it accounts for all the data available. The reanalysis given in table 15 produced nearly identical results to those reported by Torring [68A] . One minor difference occurs in the Y02 (Do) values employed, but the difference is well within the estimated uncertainties. The estimated uncertainties were based on assuming a 1 percent model crror in eq (4), uscd in deriving YU;!' to be equivalent. to one standard deviation. Since all transitions were measured with equivalent accuracy, the fitting WHS ~Hrrien ont with I1niform weighting. All constants and predicted transitions are reported with three standard deviation uncertainties in an attempt to estimate the 90 percent confidence limit. Tables   Tables 16, 17, and 18 contain the observed and predicted rotational transition frequencies of SiO. Since the table format is identical to those of CO and CS, refer to sections 2.2 and 3.2 for a complete description. Table 19 contains the SiO transition frequencies ordered according to increasing frequency.
Organization of the Spectral
Silicon Monoxide Spectral Tables
" Table 150 
68A
a The estimated uncertainty is 3 standard deviations, in an attempt to estimate the 90% confidence limit. 
